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Talking Turkey 
 

BookSurge proudly announces the publication of Hills of Truxton: Stories and 
Travels of a Turkey Hunter, by Mike Joyner    

 
CORTLAND, NEW YORK – BookSurge announces the publication of Hills of Truxton: 
Stories and Travels of a Turkey Hunter, by Mike Joyner 
 
Gobble.  Gobble.  Gobble.  Calling all nature-lovers and hunters; Mike Joyner has created 
the perfect book for you!  Filled with anecdotes and turkey hunting tips, Hills of Truxton: 
Stories and Travels of a Turkey Hunter, will both intrigue and instruct the avid 
outdoorsman.   
 
Joyner, a veteran turkey hunter, shares his extensive wisdom and delight for the sport in 
this unique book.  Jam-packed with turkey calls and wondrous tales, this easily 
referenced text is a joy for those who equate tents, campfires, and camouflage with a 
heavenly experience.  The illustrious photography and informative charts and maps serve 
to satisfy the visionary senses as the soul absorbs the art that is turkey hunting.   
 
“Each morning that we awake is a blessing in of itself…I have found those early spring 
mornings, sitting in the forests as the sun rises, to be my better days.” –Mike Joyner 
 
About the Author 
 
An avid hunter for over two decades, Mike Joyner fell in love with the joys & passions of 
turkey hunting just over a decade ago and has been trekking through the hills and 
woodlands of America—stalking his elusive prey—ever since.  Joyner currently is 
pursuing the coup d’etat of gobbler hunting: the Wild Turkey Royal Slam.  A former 
president of the New York State Chapter of the National Wild Turkey Federation, Joyner 
served as its webmaster and as the publisher and editor of the organization’s state 
newsletter, as well as having served on its Board of Directors since 1996.  A devoted 
outdoorsman, Joyner spends his spare time running and cycling in his home of Cortland, 
New York, where he lives with his wife.  Hills of Truxton is his first book.      
 
For more information contact Mike Joyner at 607.753.8420 or mjoyner@turkey-talk.com.   
 
 
 


